Burlington Hotels Downtown
Burlington Hotels Downtown - It takes many well trained employees to run a completely operational hotel. There are lots of job
opportunities and jobs in the hotel industry, which are necessary to ensure smooth operations. For example, highest on the career
ladder is usually hotel managers. They have the various tasks of managing facilities and employees. The hotel manager will
delegate responsibilities from everyone like for instance maintenance crews to front office personnel. Wait staff, reservation
specialists, lifeguards, management and cleaning staff, chefs, accountants, valet parking attendants, lawyers and guest services
employees are among the major jobs within the business.
Some hotels that have casinos might need the services of bartenders, games dealers and events planners. Hotels that have
casinos adjoined would have security personnel to monitor activities within the hotel and the casino and also hire numerous
dealers to attend to table games. They will also have cashiers available who would specifically manage the cash which enters and
leaves the casino area.
The event coordinator working at a hotel is typically responsible for parking services and catering needs. They would also be
responsible for preparing convention areas and for hosting large parties such as weddings and family reunions. The event
planners focus on attending to the particular requirements of the event and fulfilling the wishes of the customer. Hotels that are
very big or have extensive grounds or convention centers will normally employ one or more events coordinators to handle several
functions.
Most of the jobs within the hotel would be in the cleanliness and maintenance area. The cleanings staff is required to clean and
prepare each and every room daily, getting it ready for a new guest. Cleaning crews are responsible for making sure that the
common areas like the lobbies, lounges, bars and exercise rooms are neat and stocked along with the hotel rooms themselves.
Laundry services can be either done on site or sometimes linens are shipped out to a laundry facility where they can be cleaned
and returned to the hotel in an efficient and timely manner. Maintenance workers have the task of keeping all of the facilities in
proper working condition. If some elements of the facility need break down or repair, a maintenance staff will deal with it. Similarly,
groundskeepers would deal with the hotel grounds and make sure that the plants and grass and overall landscape is presentable
to guests.
The hotel industry will typically have a restaurant or bar which requires workers. Among the important workers in restaurant
management would be: bartenders, sous chefs, chefs, servers, maitre d's, busboys and dishwashers. Bar backs are workers who
help maintain a bar area, mostly in busier hours. They help to make sure liquor bottles are ready and full for the bartender to
utilize and that the glassware is kept clean.

